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WELCOME

Fellow Church Leaders—
There has been a wonderful response to our Small Group Resource 

Guide over this past year. Its value lies in its usefulness to anyone 
facilitating discussion in a classroom or small group setting. Each 
item in this catalog includes questions and thoughts to help guide 
you through the material and come to a deeper and more dynamic 
faith.

In order to develop more useful resources for congregations, we 
are working to increase our video series offerings. To help make these 
easier to find, we have placed them near the front of the book. We 
have also marked any new items in this edition of the guide to assist 
you in finding the latest material.

Our prayer is that you will find this listing of our books to be a 
helpful resource for your classroom and small group material needs. 
Please feel free to contact us if you have further questions.

May the Lord Bless You and Keep You,
Your Friends at Leafwood Publishers
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How to Start a Riot DVD
Support Your Local Jesus Revolution
Jonathan Storment
The way of Jesus has always been wilder than we think and more dangerous than we’d like. 
The gospel leads to a  different kind of people embodying the different ways of life, which 
will sometimes start a riot. This DVD series focuses on Acts and the manifesto of a people 
who went all over the known world proclaiming that Jesus is Lord and that God is doing 
a new thing that is available for anyone. Study guide included.

VIDEO SERIES

VIDEO SERIES

$39.99
DVD with Study Guide

Companion book available - see page 7
Item No. 4214

Conversations on Leadership DVD
Foundational Insights for Elders & Church Leaders
Randy Harris & Carson E. Reed
Congregational leadership requires pastoral care, hope-filled visioning, effective governance, 
and above all else, practicing wisdom in all things. Since these characteristics are essential 
to effective leadership, congregational leaders should seek to excel in these practices. This 
video series provides practical and meaningful resources for church leaders as they strive to 
grow in each of these areas.

$29.99
DVD with Study Guide

Item No. 6195

Daring Faith DVD
Meeting Jesus in the Book of John
Randy Harris
Randy Harris takes you through the weirdest Gospel: John. John tells the unbelievable 
story that God became man and lived among us. This claim got Jesus killed. And ever 
since, people who believe the claim still lose their lives. If you believe that Jesus is truly 
God, you believe the most daring idea of all time. Along with the risk comes the great 
reward of becoming children of God. Are you ready for daring faith?

$29.99
DVD with Study Guide

Companion book available - see page 20 
Item No.  5945
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VIDEO SERIES

The Story of Churches of Christ DVD
A Film Series on the History of the Churches of Christ
Douglas A. Foster
This video series will guide you through the powerful story of the Churches of Christ 
and teach you about your origins. Churches of Christ are a major presence on today’s 
Christian landscape, yet many people, including many members, know little about this 
group’s origins and development. Compromised of six 20-24 minute segments, the series 
explains Christian tradition to insiders and outsiders alike.

$29.99
DVD with Study Guide
Item No. 3606

$24.99
DVD with Study Guide
Companion book available - see page 8 
Item No. 3705

Living Jesus DVD
How the Greatest Sermon Ever Will Change Your Life for Good
Randy Harris
In this video series, Randy Harris uses the Sermon on the Mount to invite you not just to 
understand the great teachings, but to live them in ways you never imagined before. Living 
Jesus is centered on the entire contents of the Sermon on the Mount found in Matthew 
5-7. It is important to believe that Jesus intended for us to live these teachings, not simply 
read them and understand them.
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

CHRISTIAN LIVING

The Church in Exile
God’s Counterculture in a Non-Christian World
James W. Thompson
Christians in America now belong to a distinctly minority group, so their behavior will 
increasingly be considered strange to the majority of the population. The Church in Exile 
draws upon the epistle of 1 Peter, which was written to Christians at a time when Christianity 
was not a popular identity, and is used to show us how to live as a counterculture in a non-
Christian world.

Awakening
How God’s Next Great Move Inspires & Influences Our Lives Today
Matt Brown
We hear a lot about the weakening faith in our county, but God is alive and well in 
America. Awakening is a very encouraging counter balance of astounding stories of God 
at work all around the world, and will inspire you to take part. Enjoy Brown’s collection 
of stories from his own experiences that move and inspire Christians burndened over the 
state of our nation.

$12.99
tradepaper

Item No. 2739

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4177

Breathing Room
Stressing Less & Living More
Josh Reich
Finding breathing room in finances, schedules, and relationships leads to enjoying and 
savoring life instead of simply going through the motions. Breathing Room is a chance 
not only to catch your breath, but to find the road to the life you have come to believe is 
impossible.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4528
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

The Feast
How to Serve Jesus in a Famished World
Joshua Graves
The Feast responds to our hunger for a holistic spirituality that is rooted in the Jesus Story. 
It invites us to pull up around the table and feast on the Scripture stories of God at work 
in the world.

Everyone Loves Sex: So Why Wait?
A Discussion in Sexual Faithfulness
Bryan A. Sands
Sexual faithfulness is about committing to one’s future spouse—in spite of what one’s sexu-
al life has looked like in the past. The future can be different! It is about making the change
and honoring the one you love (or will love). Rather than casting judgment or condemna-
tion, this book casts a vision for what your life could be, inspiring you to not only embrace 
positive change, but make a difference in the lives of others!

Compared to Who?
A Proven Path to Improve Your Body Image 
Heather Creekmore
Heather Creekmore takes an honest, yet unconventional approach to the issue of body 
image. Engaging readers from her personal battle with weight and appearance, Heather 
encourages women to see their body image struggles from a fresh perspective. Heather’s 
humor and honesty will encourage you, while her practical, grace-based approach will offer 
a path to follow to find the freedom you crave.

$16.99
tradepaper
Item No. 6393

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4887

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4979

N
EW

N
EW
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The Fulfillment Principle
Experiencing Pure Joy in Your Life
Bob Westfall
People can become overwhelmed and feel unfulfilled, but Bob Westfall provides the 
profound truth that using the gifts God has given you helps you feel the “joy of fulfillment 
that comes straight from heaven.” Fulfillment isn’t impossible or unreachable; it starts with 
understanding that God created each of us with a glorious dream for who we are.

Hidden Dangers
Combating Threats to Healthy Relationships
Kim Beckham
Discover how to recognize the hidden dangers that threaten healthy relationships as you 
explore powerful strategies for preventing damage to those you love. Learn how to deepen 
and strengthen your connections through the exercises found in this book. Start today and 
acquire the skills to really make your relationships flourish!

$12.99
tradepaper

Item No. 2876

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3491

How to Start a Riot
Support Your Local Jesus Revolution
Jonathan Storment
The way of Jesus has always been wilder than we think and more dangerous than we’d 
like. The gospel leads to a  different kind of people embodying the different ways of life, 
which will sometimes start a riot. How to Start a Riot focuses on Acts and the manifesto of 
a people who went all over the known world proclaiming that Jesus is Lord and that God 
is doing a new thing that is available for anyone. Study guide included.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6041

CHRISTIAN LIVING
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

Life Stinks …And Then You Die
Living Well in a Sick World
Bob Hostetler
Many people seem to blithely skip through the meadows of this world, with nary a wound 
or scar, and they wake up each morning with a smile on their face. . . . . This book is not 
for them. Life Stinks . . . And Then You Die is a gritty, honest look at the world around us 
and the world inside us.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3774

In Visible Fellowship
A Contemporary View of Bonhoeffer’s Classic Work, Life Together
Jon Walker
Christians were never meant to live life alone; only in fellowship do we learn to love. Jon 
Walker focuses on Bonheoffer’s Life Together book to bring a contemporary view of life in 
the body of Christ. In Visible Fellowship shows how the church and Christian community 
enable you to understand the great importance of the Body of Christ.

$13.99
tradepaper
Item No. 2951

I Knew Jesus Before He 
Was a Christian
…and I Liked Him Better Then
Rubel Shelly
Why is Christianity unattractive to so many? Rubel Shelly explores the contrasts of a 
revolutionary Jesus who changed the world with a marginalized church that is being 
ignored by our culture. This book considers important questions of what we might be 
doing wrong, and also dives into how churches can do a better job of representing Jesus 
to the world.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 2715
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Living Jesus
Doing What Jesus Says in Sermon on the Mount
Randy Harris
Randy Harris uses the Sermon on the Mount to invite you not just to understand the great 
teachings, but to live them in ways you never imagined before. Living Jesus is centered on 
the entire contents of the Sermon on the Mount found in Matthew 5-7. It is important 
to believe that Jesus intended for us to live these teachings, not simply read them and 
understand them.

Love First
Ending Hate Before It’s Too Late
Don McLaughlin
Hate, even in its most nefarious forms, is no match for the love modeled by Jesus. Love 
is his cure for the sick and dying world. But not just any love. This is not just a book 
to inspire more love; it’s a revolutionary call to love better. Historians, sociologists, and 
theologians agree that we are experiencing the most fundamental changes in global society 
in the last five hundred years. And while the church has a lofty vision and mighty power, 
we are disastrously unprepared. This book presents an understandable, practical, and 
doable approach to loving others with such clarity and conviction that the world will
truly know the God who loves us first. 

Living God’s Love
An Invitation to Christian Spirituality
Gary Holloway & Earl Lavendar
Do you desire a deeper relationship with God, a closer walk with Jesus, and a constant sense 
of the Holy Spirit? Living God’s Love is for you then. No shortcuts or sure-fire techniques, 
just an invitation to follow and share God’s life, and an easy-to-follow signpost marking 
the path of a daily relationship with Him.

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3187

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4740

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4121

CHRISTIAN LIVING

N
EW
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

Never Ever Be the Same
A New You Starts Today
Kathy Collard Miller & Larry Miller
Have you ever proclaimed, “I will never be the same” about something in your life you 
absolutely wanted to change? Never Ever Be the Same  will not only help you say it, but also 
make the statement a reality. With the use of biblical principles, insightful stories, aand 
helpful isntruction, you can unearth the underlying causes of your sin and learn to trust 
God more for an inner transformation.

Meeting God at The Shack
A Journey into Spiritual Recovery
John Mark Hicks
Meeting God at The Shack shows hurting people how to read this story with profit and 
come to know God more fully. Many have enjoyed William Young’s The Shack, even if they 
puzzled over the book’s actual meaning and theology. While some were quick to dismiss it 
as fiction, The Shack isn’t really fiction at all. It’s a modern day parable.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4504

$13.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5914

Not Off Limits
Questions You Wish You Could Ask at Church
Ross Cochran
Churches often avoid complex issues in hopes of keeping away from defensive responses, 
arguments, and division within a congregation.  True unity cannot exist until it has 
weathered conflict and Christians must learn to see issues from various points of view as well 
as appreciating the people with whom they differ. Not Off Limits provides the opportuinity 
to explore, reflect, and discuss these hard questions together without judgment of conflict.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3552

N
EW
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Pilgrim Heart Group Guide
Angi & Keith Brenton
A 16-week, chapter-by-chapter guide suitable for a quarterly study in a Bible class or small 
group. A weekend retreat guide, complete with schedule and activities. A complete guide 
for a 40-day congregational study.

$9.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5525

CHRISTIAN LIVING

Pilgrim Heart
The Way of Jesus in Everyday Life
Darryl Tippens
Originally, the faith of Jesus was considered a distinctive way of life rather than a 
sophisticated theological system. Pilgrim Heart re‐imagines discipleship as ‐ first and 
foremost ‐ a particular way of life guided by a set of simple, but powerful, daily practices 
known to the earliest disciples and the saints through the ages.

Owning Faith
Reimagining the Role of Church & Family in the Faith
Journey of Teenagers
Dudley Chancey & Ron Bruner
Owning Faith is an accessible guide into the adventure-filled spiritual journey of adolescents. 
If you would like to learn how to be a wise and compassionate companion who can make 
an eternal difference in the lives of youth, Owning Faith will show you how. 

$16.99
tradepaper

Item No. 9070

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4764

N
EW
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

Ten Things I Wish Jesus Hadn’t Said
Joe E. Morris
The hard lessons of Jesus sear and scorch, challenge and demand. They call us to 
accountability, responsibility, and action. The easy sayings seem to contradict and counter 
the hard messages. Ten Things I Wish Jesus Hadn’t Said focuses on ten of these sayings: five 
that make it hard to be a Christian; five, in seeming contradiction, that make it easy-all 
re-scripted in present tense narrative and reframed for contemporary readers.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3293

Wandering in the Wilderness
Changes and Challenges to Emerging Adults’ Christian Faith
Brian Simmons
Wandering the Wilderness surveys the current research on emerging adulthood, describes 
the common changes they experience in their Christian faith as they move through their 
twenties, and discusses how they and their parents can successfully navigate those changes.
This book surveys recent research of emerging adults and includes actual responses from 
emerging adults that shared their own experiences of Christian faith.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 2852

$19.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3880

Reconciliation Reconsidered
Advancing the Conversation on Race in Churches of Christ
Tanya Smith Brice

A broad racial divide mars Churches of Christ, and courageous leaders from across the 
United States have joined together to listen to one another. In Reconciliation Reconsid-
ered, Tanya Brice pulls together the early fruit she has gleaned from this ongoing conversa-
tion about racial reconciliation. Each chapter concludes with discussion questions that can 
help you and others navigate this perplexing and difficult topic.
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

What Would Jesus Undo
Michael Boggs
We’ve all heard the question “what would Jesus do,” but have you ever wondered what 
Jesus would undo? The New Testament is fill with Jesus undoing barriers so he can have a 
more intimate relationship with his people. If Jesus were to actually walk into your church, 
home, or life, are there things he would undo?

The View Through Your Window
Finding God’s Vision for Your Family
Martha & Greg Singleton
The View through Your Window leads families to discover God’s specific vision, and equips 
each home to overcome setbacks and to achieve fulfillment, both inside the four walls and 
outside, as family members interact with their neighbors and in the world. 

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6249

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3835

Why Me?
And Why That’s the Wrong Question
Jim David
When trials come, will they defeat you or strengthen you? It all depends on which questions 
you ask; often God doesn’t answer the “Why me?” questions. Instead, we should ask, 
“What can God accomplish through my pain?” The “right” question can bring us closer to 
God and equip us for service.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4559

N
EW
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CHRISTIAN LIVING

Words to Live By
Nancy Ferguson & Ann Doyle
Words, both written and spoken, allow us to communicate, but we do not always read or 
hear them in the same way. Meanings change over time, and some words really do lose 
something in translation. What does Abba, Father mean? What is edifi cation? Knowing 
what words like fellowship, hope, and redeem mean will give you a better understanding 
of Biblical teaching on salvation and Christian living.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 60300

N
EW
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CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGYCHRISTIAN THEOLOGY

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3616

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 8973

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6485

A Church that Flies
A New Call to Restoration for Churches of Christ
Tim Woodroof
A Church that Flies offers a prescription for the confusion, disarray, and disillusionment 
found in so many of our churches. At its heart, this book offers a practical guide for 
distinguishing the enduring and universal functions of the church from its fluid and 
adaptable forms.

Come to the Table
Revisioning the Lord’s Supper
John Mark Hicks
Come to the Table says that our practice of the Lord’s Supper should be a joyous communal 
meal as it was in earliest Christianity.  Combining careful Bible study with gentle, practical 
suggestions, this book provides a valuable resource for enriching and renewing a central 
practice of Christian faith.

Down in the River to Pray, Revised Ed.
Revisioning Baptism as God’s Transforming Work
John Mark Hicks & Greg Taylor
Baptism is more important than you think. But not for the reasons you suppose. Combining 
careful Bible study with enlightening historical survey and practical suggestions, this book 
provides a rich resource for deepening and renewing a central practice of the Christian 
faith.
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CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY

$13.99
tradepaper
Item No. 6799

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3361

For the Love of the Lord
Letting Love Transform You Into The Person God Wants You To Be
Nancy Ferguson
By acting out love toward others, we learn more about what it really is and what it can 
do. For the Love of the Lord demonstrates that love is a circle that spirals upward until we 
reach our final destination, where we shall spend eternity basking in the glories of heaven 
in God’s presence.

Embracing Creation
God’s Forgotten Mission
John Mark Hicks, Bobby Valentine, & Mark Wilson
Embracing Creation will remind you about that role of humanity in the created order, but 
it will also challenge you to consider more deeply God’s forgotten mission. Since God has 
always loved everything he has made, He desires that we wisely nurture His creation to the 
praise of His glory. Embracing Creation offers a compelling survey of the Bible, and then 
offers some clear illustrations of how we should live our lives in light of God’s redemptive 
grace.

Forsaken God?
Remembering the Goodness of God Our Culture Has Forgotten
Janet Thompson
Today’s culture is quickly forgetting the goodness and power of God. The Bible describes 
the potential destruction through all generations to people who forget God. The dangers 
are paramount. If we don’t remember what God has already done, we won’t believe what 
he is capable of doing in the future. Memory builds faith.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4580
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CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY

The Unknown God
Clearing Away Confusion About God
Jon Walker
There’s a danger in following a God we don’t even know: we become vulnerable to the 
idea that we must constantly try harder to please God. This book exposes the myths that 
keep us feeling like God is always judging and condemning us. If you’ve ever felt that it’s 
impossible to please God, this book is for you.

$14.99 
tradepaper

Item No. 6539

Seeking a Lasting City (Volume 4)
The Church’s Journey in the Story of God
Mark Love, Douglas A. Foster & Randy Harris
Rediscover the church as the center of God’s ongoing story and mission with Love, Foster 
and Harris. This book is about church, for the church, and written by creative church-
men. Join them in this ecclesiology that makes intelligent theology readable for every one 
serious about living Christianity in community.

$14.95
tradepaper

Heart of the Restoration Series
Item No. 0391

A Gathered People
Revisioning the Assembly as Transforming Encounter
John Mark Hicks, Johnny Melton & Bobby Valentine
This companion volume to Come to the Table and Down in the River to Pray completes the 
trilogy on the three “ordinances” of the Stone-Campbell movement. This third book, A 
Gathered People, examines Hebrew assemblies of the Old Testament, Christian assemblies 
in the New Testament, the changing nature of assemblies in history, and the assembly of 
the Stone-Campbell heritage.

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5501
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Unveiling Glory (Volume 3)
Visions of Christ’s Transforming Presence
Jeff W. Childers & Frederick D. Aquino
How should our view of Christ form the way we live and act as Christians in our families, 
neighborhoods, nations, and churches? Unveiling Glory considers many of the problems 
facing Churches of Christ today, and focuses on finding the resolutions in a deeper 
commitment to Jesus.

$16.99
tradepaper
Heart of the Restoration Series
Item No. 0384

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
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DEVOTIONAL

Faith, Hope, Love & Deployment
40 Devotions for Military Couples
Heather Gray
Many military couples need more than their own imaginations to keep their marriages 
flourishing during deployments. Faith, Hope, Love, & Deployment is the answer to that 
dilemma. Join Heather Gray as she recounts her story of learning through pain and trials, 
and realizing how a couple can still grow through those hard times.

God Is My Refuge
12 Weeks of Devotions and Scripture Memory for Troubled Times
Kathy Howard
“In this world you will have trouble.” Kathy Howard combines Scripture reading, 
insightful commentary, personal reflection, and Scripture memory to help women draw 
closer to God and experience his help in the midst of life’s trials. God is My Refuge provides 
the direction women need in order to discover, understand, and apply the help that only 
God can give.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6126

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3309

DEVOTIONAL
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GRIEF & LOSS

After Lament
Psalms for Learning to Trust Again
Glenn Pemberton
Glenn Pemberton described how the lament psalms helped him express his heart honestly 
before God in Hurting with God. Now he masterfully explores the next stage of the journey. 
He draws upon the psalms of trust to explore the question, “How do we live with a God 
who said ‘no’ in our moment of greatest need?”

$17.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4870

Hurting with God
Learning to Lament with the Psalms
Glenn Pemberton
Many writers ask the question, “Why do bad things happen to good people?” Pemberton, 
however, focuses on more practical questions: how do believers live out faith in prolonged 
seasons of pain, and how can we live with God when it hurts? Hurting with God studies the 
Psalms and the necessity of lament language to bring new hope to the weary.

Shattered
Finding Hope and Healing Through the Losses of Life
Rita Schulte
Shattered explores how grief-avoidance strategies can keep us from fighting the battle to 
reclaim and reinvest our hearts after loss, and what faith-based strategies are necessary 
for healing. Death, divorce, suicide, the rise of mental health disorders, war, abuse, and 
economic failure are all factors of grief, but you can learn to fight the battle to reclaim 
hearts so this grief does not effect our relationship with God.

$19.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4009

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3828

GRIEF & LOSSDEVOTIONALGRIEF & LOSSGRIEF & LOSS
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LEADERSHIP

Emerging Elders
Developing Shepherds in God’s Image
Ron Clark
This book is a manual for raising up and equipping elders or shepherds. It provides 
resources for identifying emerging leaders, for training elders and their wives, and for 
beginning an elder development program in a congregation.

Serve Strong
Biblical Encouragement to Sustain God’s Servants
Terry Powell
Joy-sapping workloads, feelings of inadequacy, lack of fruitfulness, or battle fatigue from 
spiritual warfare often spurs God’s servants to quit or sabotages their passion. The purpose 
of this book is to infuse them with biblical perspectives that buoy flagging spirits, boost 
motivation, and cultivate endurance.

Longevity in Leadership
Essential Qualities of Longtime Leaders
John Harris
Everybody knows that leading is challenging. Leaders are out front, showing people and 
organizations new places where they can and should go. They have to inspire people to 
challenge themselves to do more things or to increase their abilities in order to achieve 
specific goals.

$16.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5693

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4320

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6652

LEADERSHIP LEADERSHIP
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MISSIONS/STEWARDSHIP

God’s Child in the City
Catching God’s Vision for Urban Ministry
Billie Silvey
This book incorporates autobiographical experience, scripture references, quotes from 
experts in urban ministry, practical suggestions, and the context of a real city to inspire 
and encourage each of us to minister to our own city, wherever that might be.

$16.99
tradepaper
Item No. 9001

MISSIONS

STEWARDSHIP

Leaving a Legacy
Sustaining Family Unity, Faith and Wealth
Dan T. Garrett & Tim Woodroof
In order to increase the chances of your family thriving in its relationships and still prosper 
materially for generations, you have to teach your children that your life is made up of 
values, priorities, and leardership. The greatest inheritance your children receive from you 
comes while you are still alive. Leaving a Legacy will teach you how to make money a tool 
for achieving family goals for yourselves and the kingdom of God.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4924

MISSIONSMISSIONS
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NEW TESTAMENT

Certain Hope
An Encouraging Word from Hebrews
Gary Holloway
“Sometimes we all need a word of encouragement. We face all kinds of trouble: nagging 
illnesses, boring, repetitive jobs, not feeling appreciated...or worse trouble: the tumor is 
malignant, your company is downsizing your job out of existence, your teenage daughter 
is pregnant. We want encouragement. That’s exactly what Hebrews supplies. It reminds us 
that no matter what trouble comes, Jesus is always there for us. Exactly what we need to 
hear.”

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 0247

NEW TESTAMENT

Directions for Disciples
Studies in the Gospel of Luke
Tony Ash
We all ask many questions, inlcuding, “What does it meant to follow Christ?” and, “What 
does Jesus expect of me?” Tony Ash provides answers to some of your questions, straight 
from the heart of Jesus.

Daring Faith
Meeting Jesus in the Book of John
Randy Harris & Greg Taylor
Discover the daring faith you are called to live out. Randy Harris and Greg Taylor lead 
you through the pages of the Gospel of John to inspire daring faith in Jesus. The Gospel 
of John was written so people would believe the unbelievable of God becoming man, even 
it costs everything.

$12.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4863

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4863
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NEW TESTAMENT

Stories that Astonish
The Parables of Jesus
Prentice Meador
Stories that Astonish speaks to us in a way we all enjoy: through stories. Stories make children 
of all of us and help us to pay attention and understand. God speaks to us through these 
stories for a reason, and calls them “parables.”

$13.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4467
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MEDITATIVE COMMENTARY

Meditative Commentary: 1 & 2 Corinthians
Jesus, Cross, Church
Earl Lavender
The Corinthian Church was struggling with divisions, moral failures, and confusion 
caused by issues arising from their culture. Paul masterfully draws the solution to all 
these problems and helps us resolve issues facing Christians and their churches today. The 
meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and applicable to our 
lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window into the life of 
the early church.

Meditative Commentary: 
Acts of the Apostles
Jesus Alive in His Church
Earl Lavender
After Jesus returns to the Father, the book of Acts to the Apostles shares the story of 
how Jesus’ followers take up his work and demonstrate to the world that he is alive in 
his church. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and 
applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window 
into the life of the early church.

Meditative Commentary: 
1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus
Jesus Grows His Church
Gary Holloway
Thessalonians, Timothy, and Titus have good news for those looking to grow as a 
Christian, have deeper faith and joyful service, and find help with following Jesus daily. 
The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and applicable to 
our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window into the life 
of the early church.

$11.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5686

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5013

$11.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5037

MEDITATIVE COMMENTARY
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Meditative Commentary: 
Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians 
& Philemon
Jesus Above All
Earl Lavender
The short letters of Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon demonstrate that 
Jesus is Lord and King above all creation. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the 
text more memorable and applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to 
study but a living window into the life of the early church.

$9.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5617

MEDITATIVE COMMENTARY

Meditative Commentary: Hebrews & James
Brother Jesus
Gary Holloway
Hebrews invites us to encounter Jesus as creator, and James calls us to hear the teaching 
of Jesus. As we experience this wisdom, we receive an active spirituality that helps those 
in need. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and 
applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window 
into the life of the early church.

Meditative Commentary: John
Believing in Jesus
Gary Holloway
Written by one who calls himself “the disciple whom Jesus loved”, the Gospel of John 
paints an intimate portrait of Jesus as one who is intimate with God the Father, who calls 
disciples to follow him, and who gives signs that point his listeners to God. The meditative 
style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and applicable to our lives. The 
Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window into the very life of Jesus.

$10.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5051

$10.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5044
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MEDITATIVE COMMENTARY

Meditative Commentary: Luke
Jesus is Savior
Earl Lavender
The gospel of Luke leaves little doubt as to Jesus’ divinity and his purpose to act as savior to 
all the world. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and 
applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window 
into the life of the early church.

Meditative Commentary: Mark
Jesus is God’s Son
Earl Lavender
The gospel of Mark is an action-packed, fast-paced version of Jesus’ life and teachings. It 
invites you to profess that Jesus is indeed God’s Son. And it invites you to live out that 
profession each day. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable 
and applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living 
window into the very life of Jesus.

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5006

$11.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5518

Meditative Commentary: Matthew
Jesus is King
Gary Holloway
The gospel of Matthew invites us to make Jesus our king in daily discipleship. If we take 
Matthew seriously, we might be shocked by the words of Jesus, astonished by his power, 
and overwhelmed at his compassion. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text 
more memorable and applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study 
but a living window into the very life of Jesus.

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 9018
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MEDITATIVE COMMENTARY

Meditative Commentary: Revelation
Jesus the Conquering Lamb
Terry Briley
The book of Revelation is neither a riddle about the date of Christ’s return nor a message 
only for Christians facing violent persecution. Rather, it speaks to all Christians in all ages 
who face the challenge of being faithful witnesses between Christ’s resurrection and his 
triumphant return. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable 
and applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living 
window into the life of the early church.

$10.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5594

Meditative Commentary: 
Romans & Galatians
The Spirit of Jesus
Gary Holloway
Paul’s letters to the Roman and Galatian churches explore the depths of Jesus’ spirit of 
reconciliation. The meditative style of “holy reading” makes the text more memorable and 
applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just an ancient book to study but a living window 
into the life of the early church.

Meditative Commentary: The Letters 
of Peter, John & Jude
Living in Jesus
Gary Holloway
As you study the letters of 1 & 2 Peter, 1, 2 & 3 John, and Jude, you will be called to 
imitate the sacrificial life of Jesus while focusing on faith.  The meditative style of “holy 
reading” makes the text more memorable and applicable to our lives. The Bible is not just 
an ancient book to study but a living window into the very life of Jesus.

$11.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5020

$8.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5570
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OLD TESTAMENT

On the Mountain with God
Freedom and Community in Exodus
Mark W. Hamilton
The story of the exodus is not just a tale of a long-dead past, but the drama of a living 
present. On the Mountain with God by Mark Hamilton, seeks to capture Exodus’ bold and 
timeless vision of human freedom, divine mercy, and responsible community for believers 
today.

Radical Answers from the 
Minor Prophets
Gary Holloway
We are often barraged with the headlines of constant failures of our society. However, 
a group of social critics from twenty-five centuries ago took aim at their nation’s short-
comings without staging sit-ins and riots; instead they remind us that the real cure for our 
culture is the same it’s always been: each of us must return to God.

Sinai Summit
Meeting God with Our Character Crisis
Rick Atchley
In this bold and inspiring book, Rick Atchley takes us back to the Sinai Summit. He shows 
how God’s timeless words - the Ten Commandments - speak to today’s world, and how 
they can give us the foundation for a healthy and fulfilled life.

$9.95
tradepaper

Item No. 4498

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6386

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 2518

OLD TESTAMENT
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PRAYER

Pray Always
What the New Testament Teaches about Prayer
Anthony Lee Ash
Prayer is one of God’s greatest gifts to people, empowering them to do and be what he 
has designed. Beginning with Luke 11, author Anthony Lee Ash examines what the New 
Testament says about this great gift. In Pray Always, we discover just how God instructs His 
people to use this amazing privilege.

Praying Dangerously
Daring Prayers for Meaningful Faith
Gary Holloway
Praying Dangerously is intended to change your life. We pray to a living God who might 
save us from danger, but who himself is dangerous. This book leads you through the prayers 
of the Old and New Testaments, exploring the rich heritage of those people who turned to 
God in joy and sorrow, triumph and defeat, faithfulness and sin.

Talking Back to God
Speaking Your Heart to God Through the Psalms
Lynn Anderson
The realities of stress wage war against our spiritual aspirations and prayer becomes a mere 
duty laced with empty pharses that really don’t communicate our hearts. Talking Back to 
God leads you through the Psalms of prayer that will likely draw you to your knees and lift 
your heart to heights you never expected.

$16.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5662

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 6751

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 6461

PRAYERPRAYER
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RESTORATION HISTORY

RESTORATION HISTORY

Discovering Our Roots
The Ancestry of Churches of Christ
C. Leonard Allen & Richard T. Hughes
Explore the  ancestry of the Churches of Christ and heirs to the Stone-Campbell movement 
of the early nineteenth century. Join the authors as they ask questions such as, “How did we 
get this way” and “What can we learn from those who have viewed restoration of apostolic 
Christianity in ways quite different from our own?” Follow along as they begin their story 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, and end up in the Stone-Campbell movement.

Kingdom Come
Embracing the Spiritual Legacy of David Lipscomb and James Harding
John Mark Hicks & Bobby Valentine
In Kingdom Come, Hicks and Valentine remind us that our heritage is rich with spiritual 
mentors. Drawing from the lives of Lipscomb, Harding, and others of like mind, the 
authors tell a powerful historical and theological story and examines kingdom spirituality 
through four ‘means of grace’.

Renewing God’s People, 2nd Ed.
A Concise History of Churches of Christ
Gary Holloway & Douglas A. Foster
Church of Christ members have been asking questions and making statements that reflect 
a lack of knowedge about our heritage and past. The desire to know more has led to 
the brief account of the history of Churches of Christ found in this book. It is also an 
introduction for those unfamiliar with this signifiacnt group of churches and its place in 
American Christianity.

$16.99
tradepaper

Item No. 0063

$16.99
tradepaper

Item No. 9063

$15.99
tradepaper

Item No. 0100
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RESTORATION HISTORY

RESTORATION HISTORY

Renewing the World
A Concise Global History of the Stone-Campbell Movement
Gary Holloway & Douglas A. Foster
Barton Stone, Thomas Campbell, and Alexander Campbell organized a nineteenth-
century Christian renewal movement that later coalesced into three distinct church bodies 
in the United States: Churches of Christ, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), and 
Christian Churches and Churches of Christ. What is less known is that from these humble 
origins, the Stone-Campbell Movement has grown globally, now with churches in more 
than 199 countries. This book tells the story from the movement’s beginnings all the way 
to its international expansion into Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia.

$15.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3736
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH

Everyone Dies, But Not Everyone Lives
Developing a Personal Rule for Life
M.S. Bickford
Saying you are a Christian is one thing; living the abundant Christian life is another! If you 
are like most of us, you need more focused help in meeting the daily challenges of living 
in a secular society. Everyone Dies, But Not Everyone Lives will help you develop a Christian 
worldview and shape your maturity as a person of faith.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4627

SPIRITUAL GROWTH

Every Breath We Take
Living in the Presence, Love, and Generosity of God
Terry Wardle
Christians are desperate for intimacy with the Lord. While grateful for all he has done, 
we long to encounter his presence in our daily lives. Amazingly, God desires the same 
relationship with us, and he has made it possible for us to live in his presence, love, and 
generosity with every breath we take.

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3699

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 5716

Falling Away, 2nd Ed.
Why Christians Lose Their Faith & What Can Be Done About It
Brian Simmons
According to a recent study, 16.1% of adults are “unaffiliated” in any type of religion. 
Among young adults the percentage is at 25% unaffiliation. “Falling Away” provides  
answers to these alarming statistics, why people are leaving their faith, and how we can 
help.
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Thin Places
An Evangelical Journey into Celtic Christianity
Tracy Blazer
Thin Places introduces contemporary Christians to the great spiritual legacy of the early 
Celts, a legacy that has remained undiscovered or inaccessible for many evangelical 
Christians. It provides ways for us to learn from this ancient faith expression, applying 
fresh and lively spiritual disciplines to our own modern context.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 5136

The Sound of His Voice
Discovering the Secrets of God’s Guidance
Edward William Fudge
An inspiring story revealing the “secrets” of God’s guidance. Did you know that the Creator 
who made us and redeemed us in Jesus Christ also desires to guide our steps day by day? 
It’s a clear promise of Scripture.

$12.99
tradepaper
Item No. 8948

SPIRITUAL GROWTH

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3439

An Invitation to the Table
Embracing the Gift of Hospitality
Michelle Lazurek

Hospitality involves more than the domesticated event we have grown accustomed to 
practicing. It is an embodiment of all the Christian life stands for: a gesture of love, opening 
up our hearts and lives, and sacrificing luxury and security for the chance to display God’s 
glory. To receive hospitality from others is an invitation to receive God’s transformative 
power to work in their lives.
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WOMEN

Believing Out Loud
Trading Fear and Defeat for an Adventure with God
Kimberly Wright
Fear and low self-worth can prevent people from answering God’s call on their lives, but 
courage and dignity are found at the cross.  When people accept God’s invitation for an 
adventure, they will have great stories to tell.  You may feel like the most unlikely choice for 
God to use in a mighty way; but remember, we don’t operate on feelings, we live by truth.

Becoming a Girl of Grace
A Joint Bible Study for Tween Girls & Their Moms
Catherine Bird
Moms and daughters will take a closer look at some of the amazing ladies of the Bible and 
the character traits they model for modern tween girls. These women of yesterday have a 
lot to share with the girls of today! Dealing with mean girls and bullies, feeling left out, 
and learning to like oneself are not new social dilemmas. The Bible is full of examples of 
strong females who chose to follow God and pursue faith despite what was happening in 
their world and cultures.

$13.99
tradepaper

Item No. 6164

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4153

The God Interviews
Questions You Would Ask; Answers God Gives
Julie-Allyson Ieron
Imagine hearing God respond to the most gut-level questions. Imagine women opening up 
their hearts to hear the answers from him personally, intimately. His reasons for creating 
us and placing us here at this time. Hearing his answers to questions like: What do you 
want from me? Why did you make me the way you did? How do I get where you want me 
to go? Why have you allowed certain bad things to happen to me in my life? And much 
more. This intriguing book by Julie-Allyson Ieron provides answers to these questions and 
many more.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3521

WOMEN
N
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Little Women, Big God
It’s not the size of your problems, but the size of your God
Debbie W. Wilson
Meet the surprising women in Jesus’s family tree as they journey through impossible 
circumstances and discover that quality of life is not determined by the size of our problems 
but by the size of our God. 

$15.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3866

WOMEN

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3781

Mama Bear’s Manifesto
A Moms’ Group Guide to Changing the World
Leslie Klipsch
Mama Bear’s Manifesto  is a practical, compelling book about devoted friendship and un-
bridled passion. Leslie Klipsch employs the stress and beauty of motherhood to guide 
readers to discover life’s marvelous momentum and the ways in which mothers can carve 
out community, revel in friendship, and outwardly love the world.

Life-Giving Leadership
A Woman’s Toolbox for Leading
Julia Mateer
As women called to lead in the local church, we must first lead ourselves to wholeness 
and strength. Julia comes alongside you, giving you the tools to become emotionally and 
spiritually healthy so you can provide life-giving leadership to women in your communities, 
your ministries, and your world.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3415
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A Mary like Me
Flawed Yet Called
Andy Lee
A Mary like Me unites twenty-first-century women with first-century saints by exploring 
the hearts of some of the most famous women of the Bible. One gave birth to the Son of 
God, another sat at his feet, and another was the first to proclaim his resurrection. These 
women shared the name Mary, which means bitter, defiant, and rebellious; and a closer 
look at Scripture reveals their personalities in light of their name.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3347

Stressed-Less Living
Finding God’s Peace in Your Chaotic World
Tracie Miles
Stressed-Less Living offers life-changing, heart-renewing, long-lasting remedies that will 
bring peace, even when things feel out of control. Tracie Miles helps women learn to rely 
on the peace that Christ promises all those who come to Him, and unpacks the truth 
found in Scripture about how to overcome fear, anxiety, and uncertainty.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3354

WOMEN

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3729

What Women Should Know 
about Facing Fear
Finding Freedom From Anxious Thoughts, Nagging Worries 
and Crippling Fears
Christin Ditchfield
Women’s lives are often held captive by anxious thoughts, nagging worries, and crippling 
fear, but imagine what life could be without any of those! Christin Ditchfield knows what 
it is to be bound by fear--and to be set free. Recognize the stranglehold that fear can be and 
break free from its destructive power with What Women Should Know about Facing Fear.
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When a Woman Finds Her Voice
Overcoming Life’s Hurts & Using Your Story to Make a Difference
Jo Ann Fore
When women deal with brokenness and the hurts of life they tend to stay silent and put 
on a “life-is-just-fine” mask. But that’s not God’s plan. Speaking out can provide you 
with healing, and the capability to help others. Jo Ann Fore will lead you through an 
unparalleled adventure of finding your voice and using it to make a difference in When a 
Woman Finds Her Voice.

A Wife’s Secret to Happiness
Receiving, Honoring, and Celebrating God’s Role for 
You in Your Marriage
Jen Weaver
Through thoughtful exploration of biblical promises, humorous hope-filled stories, and 
compelling testimonies, Jen shares how God empowers her life as a submissive millennial 
wife, and inspires readers to experience the same freedom. 

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3873

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 4337

What Women Should Know About 
Letting It Go
Breaking Free from the Power of Guild, Discouragement, and Defeat
Christin Ditchfield
Christin helps you learn from past failures and mistakes and teaches you how to move on 
in her latest book, What Women Should Know about Letting It Go. Women have a choice to 
stay stuck in the endless cycle of guilt, discouragement, and defeat, or let the past refine us. 
With the use of personal experiences from Christin and life-changing truths of scripture 
you can break free from unhealthy patterns, attitdues, and behaviors.

$14.99
tradepaper
Item No. 3392
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Working Women of the Bible
Timeless Mentors for Modern Women
Susan DiMickele
Working women struggle to find mentors in today’s society, but Working Women of the 
Bible points us to biblical women that offer real-life, culturally relevant examples for the 
twenty-first century hard-working woman. These women defied cultural norms and held 
positions of power and influence, why not learn from them?

Winning Women Pray
Before, During, or After
Cathy Messecar
This field guide of My Combat Prayers, Tactical Training, Weekly Combat Mission, My 
Dog Tag Scriptures, and In the Trenches stories helps women do the work of prayer. 
Through the prayers of Jesus, the authors’ experiences, and biblical insights, women will 
practice light-ushering prayer.

Winning Every Woman’s War
Defeating Temptations
Cathy Messecar
Evil has a coach. A victorious woman has a Savior. Winning Every Woman’s War equips 
women with sightseeing tools to identify the temptations of fear, disrespect, manipulation, 
comparison, selfishness, judgment, ungodly words, materialism, and more. Coupled with 
God’s help, the maneuvers help women succeed in identifying and overcoming subtle 
temptations.

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4146

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 4726

$14.99
tradepaper

Item No. 3767
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